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Budget policy for the funding and sometimes care about the public sector, certain actions and 

utilities on the private sector within limits set by the strategies, tactics and operational deciyiile 

promoted executive.  

Phenomenon budget includes both revenues and expenditure side edge contained in the public 

budget. Often, perhaps excessive zeal in translating domain-specific phrases are even officially 

speak about "fiscal policy measures", with reference to all areas of the budget, containing and 

thus the budget expenditure. 

Budgetary policy has several specific policy budget subdomains like Cookie fiscal policy, budget 

expenditure allocation Polti, policy and public loans. 

 

The public budget is structured vision of hierarchical levels to finance general government needs, 

collective territorial administrative entities and financing needs of public-owned economic 

entities, and private capital for certain objectives, such as selective subsidies. 

 Fiscal policy designed to cover the need for funding of these services and public utilities, the 

hierarchical levels of public administration established by specific laws. 

 In the specialty literature, fiscal policy is presented as consisting of specific policies on 

budgetary subdomains, namely, fiscal policy, policy, resource allocation, policy or policies 

finnatare antideficitare budget deficit, public borrowing policy and possibly also other groups of 

targets and specific means to the budget. 

Literature generally accept this group of budget policies and treat such problems specific to each 

subdomain. 

However, in various official documents or official position or programs, even the notion specific 

budgetary and fiscal policy, consolidated budget position, budget fiscal responsibility law (Law 

69/2010), budget and other fiscal pact in the context of domain budget. (Source: Strategy for the 

2011-2013 fiscal budget, www. anaf.ro) 

The content of these phrases are known and accepted caatare and even appear in official 

documents as conceptual, just as the literature provides the tools, concepts and phrases such more 

selective and scientifically defined. On the other explanatory dictionary of the Romanian 

language also provides explanation enough for use caatare. In this context reference is not 

acceptable nor any notions that are taken from other languages as long as our language gives us 

the possibility to differentiate the concepts of "budget policy" and "tax policy". 

Besides these issues ligvistice you do not wish to invoke and the cause of the lack of specialized, 

are questionable interpretations and azanta these phrases. Namely, if we accept that the public 

purse in terms of form has two parts, the revenue and expenditure side, then fiscal policy, if we 

are consistent can be divided on two sides, namely common revenues and especially fiscal policy 

and spending policy and budgetary allocations policy. If we accept that fiscal policy aimed at 

both sides of the budget it seems unnecessary to pronounce the words "budget fiscal policy". We 

know that relationships are relationships fiscal budget through their economic content, and then 

repeat a part of the whole is to superimpose over the entire tautological. 

From another perspective, if we analyze the formal content of such phrases in official documents 

d times, we expect "budget fiscal strategy" to include specific measures, if not entirely, at least 

mainly fiscal measures, but under this concept we find the mainly on public spending measures 

and especially about the budget deficit limit. 
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If such notions can be covered d political actions specific to the budget in the literature is 

necessary to develop a specific critical area, even to prevent offensive concepts known and 

accepted by most specialists in the field, the field having a solid theoretical basis, but we appear 

to our language valence, which gives us many possibilities di conceptualization, provided 

consistent use of words. 

The necessary clarifications are doubled in the following of some assertions on the fiscal policy 

measures contained in the "Strategy for 2011-2013 fiscal budget," government official document, 

download the source shown above me. 

This document is particularly complex projective tinnd enrolled into account economic indicators 

and especially the extent intransul obiectivelorpropuse. 

Namely, "economic and fiscal objectives" of the Government in this period are grouped as 

follows: - "ensuring sustainable public finances in the medium and long ....; 

-equitable distribution of tax burden between generations and expenses; 

 -supporting monetary policy, in particular the sustainable operation of automatic stabilizers to 

limit the volatility of economic activity .....; 

-budget policy will consider the reform of public spending while attracting massive EU funds, 

which can supplement the national budget, which could help the economy to increase its growth 

potential; ..... "x. 

These measures and others that do not quote as "consolidated budget position" is quantified in the 

next table 

 

                                                                                                 % Of GDP 
 2008 

achievements  

2009 

achievements  

2010 

estimates 

2011 

estimates 

2012 

estimates 

2013 

estimates 

Budget 

revenue  

32,2 32,0 32,3 32,5 32,8 32,3 

Budget 

expenditures  

37,0 39,4 39,1 36,9 35,8 34,8 

Balance  -4,8 

 

-7,4 -6,8 -4,4 -3,0 -2,5 

 Source: www.anaf.ro-fiscal-budgetary strategy for 2011-2013:  

 

Handy craft and f so the deficit adjustment provided in this table is proposed to be achieved 

through fiscal consolidation measures, and not only through measures to reduce spending. Of 

these the most important in this document seems to be: 

1.-strengthening fiscal discipline through the implementation of budget and fiscal responsibility 

law (Law 69/2010). This law establishes procedures for multiyear budgeting, setting limits on 

budget revisions during the year, includes rules on budget and deficit spending, creates -Council 

Tax-(Composed of five members appointed by Parliament on proposal BNR, Romanian 

Academy, Academy, Romanian Banking Institute and the Romanian Banks Association); 

x-www.anaf.ro-fiscal-budgetary strategy for 2011-2013 

2.-measures in terms of local public-finance-through no.273/2006 amending Law on Local Public 

Finance, regarding: planning investment costs over a period of three years, providing amounts 

from the Fund reserve to be conditioned by the absence of arrears, the refusal of new loans to 

local authorities registered arrears in the last financial year, multi-annual planning of national 

allocations, transfers and the amounts deducted from the revenue budget. 

3.In addition have proposed measures to improve tax collection primarily those from the VAT, 

then those from high income individuals, namely NAFA entitlement to have access to bank 

records and the records of third parties in order to determine the correct taxable income; review-

definition-independent activities, to enable the taxation of income from any source, strengthening 

the right to control the tax authorities and the like for improving fiscal control. 
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4 - In the project aims to strengthen spending discipline on the assessment of investment costs 

and in terms of co-financing from European funds. 

Some special objectives embodied in legislation affecting the budget, others as goals the entire 

time horizon considered, namely the 2013 budget year, which were made more or less and the 

effects these achievements and delay can analyze the ratio of expenses and revenues, specifically 

the evolution of budget deficits and in particular the result of these policies are validated by how 

the size of budget deficit financing sources. 

If in 2008-2010, saw revenues in GDP which stood at around 32%, the expenditure share in GDP 

registered increasingly higher, being situated between 37% and 39%. 

In these conditions, analysis of causes of the lack of effect of government measures taken is even 

more important as the relationship with the executive European Commission and international 

financial organizations have highlighted the need to determine the size deficituli annual structural 

deficit next nominal eliminating influence of what numim-excesu/deficitul application. 

It is important in these circumstances to consider the advisability of improving budgetary 

measures and their effects on deficituli structural peseama reaactie lack of the real economy, the 

economic environment, the process of adjusting public finances through the use of foreign loans 

in the perioeda. 

Evolution of public debt, expressed by comparison and complete and current evolutia.veniturilor 

state. 

 

Debt service in early 2012 is as: 

 

 T1/2011 T2/2011 T3/2011 T4/2011 feb. 2012 

million - cumulative early 

Medium and long term debt, of which: 2 742,8 6 036,3 10 146,9 14 834,9 2 017,2 

     - Direct public 368,5 893,9 1 693,3 2 250,4 316,1 

    - Publicly Guaranteed 63,9 125,7 195,0 253,5 33,6 

     - Private (Non-publicly guaranteed) 2 081,2 4 486,9 6 494,8 10 337,7 827,2 

- Medium and long term deposits of residents 165,9 400,7 1 562,1 1 722,7 774,2 

- Loans from IMF 63,4 129,1 201,7 270,6 66,1 

Short-term debt service 6 462,0 11 486,9 17 894,0 25 096,4 6 012,6 

 Source:www.bnr.ro 

 

 

In late 2011, the state has a public debt on medium and long EUR 30.72 billion and short-term 

debt of 2.89 billion euros, total debt in the medium, long and short of 33.61 billion euro. 

Private sector, ie banks, population (Consumer loan, mortgage, etc.) and companies have external 

debt denial and long term totaling 52.67 billion euros and a short-term debt amounting to 13.19 

billion euro. 

 -Source: www.bnr.ro 
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